February 2021

Dear Investor,
Greetings from Trivantage Capital.
We refer to our previous Investor letter of November 2020 wherein we had concluded that we were extremely positive
on the resurgence in economic growth and a potential for much higher foreign capital flows into India. Both these factors
have nicely played out in the past three months.
We continue to be confident of a strong cyclical recovery in India which would primarily benefit India’s financial sector.
Almost all the constituents to make this happen are in place including:
Extremely low interest rates
RBI’s continued accommodative stance to support growth by keeping rates low
Abundant liquidity in the global markets represented by the 5-year high level of FPI holding of Indian Equities
US Government and Fed combined continuing to inject fiscal stimulus of around $3 trillion in 2021 at a level
equivalent to 2020
• The bottoming out of the housing cycle and the best-ever affordability levels
• A landmark budget indicating willingness to fund infrastructure growth by keeping high fiscal deficits etc.
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The chart below places many of our current portfolio holdings in order of their 3-year CAGR stock performance. Alongside
the 3-year returns are the bars with their 1-year returns. Please note the gap between the two bars for most stocks.
There are a few stocks where the 1-year returns have played out quite nicely in comparison to the 3-year returns such
as Cholamandalam Investment & Finance, SBI, HDFC Bank etc. On the other hand, in many stocks, a very significant
catch up is required such as in AU SFB, Axis Bank, Bajaj Finance etc. We believe that as the confidence in India’s
economic growth in FY22 strengthens, the catch-up process will intensify.
Performance of Portfolio Stocks Over the Last 3 Years & 1 Year (as on 12 February ’21)

Source: NSE. Only stocks with a track record of 3 years or more and currently in the portfolio have been considered. Some of the stocks shown above may not
have been a part of the portfolio for the entire duration of 1 / 3 years.

Please also note the stark difference between the 1-year returns in Nifty 50 and Nifty Bank at 24% and 15% respectively.
Over the next few quarters many institutional Investors, both domestic and foreign will need to rebalance their portfolios
in favour of the economy facing stocks including the frontline lenders, both banks and NBFCs / HFCs. In the process,
Nifty Bank is likely to outperform Nifty 50.
At the end of Q3 FY 21 earnings reporting season we would like to highlight the following:

Liquidity is boosting stock prices
Quarterly foreign net buying of Indian equities

Note: Data upto 19 January 2021. Source: Jefferies

Even though all markets are witnessing a positive liquidity effect, India has received the highest ever inflows of $19 bn
in a quarter in over 20 years. Foreign Investors are quite enthused by the prospect of strong GDP recovery with the
Nominal GDP growth expected to around 15% and the earnings growth of over 30% in FY22.

Housing Cycle is in a upswing after 8 years
India residential unit sales (indexed) in top 7
cities

Source: Jefferies. January 2021

Affordability (home-loan payment to income
ratio) ratio trend

Source: Jefferies. January 2021

The residential property sales are expected to double and even then, the prices will be 30% below the 2013 highs. After
such a long downturn the upturn could also be a long one and with the housing affordability at its best in India it is
expected that a strong housing recovery will strongly contribute to the bounce in GDP.

Financial Sector would be a major beneficiary
Financial services businesses are beneficiaries of a cyclical upturn. In particular, lenders with strong balance sheets are
very favourably placed to take advantage of the capital expenditure needs of viable projects and also of the booming
retail demand for housing and consumption goods.
In this context, a few private sector lenders amongst banks, NBFCs, HFCs are set to win market shares from their public
sector counterparts that are short on capital.
India Banks: Stock returns during past cycle;
growth matters

A Well-Diversified Financial Sector Portfolio
Sector

Source: Morgan Stanley, February 2021
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Many of these stocks are still reasonably valued when compared to those in certain other sectors and a combination of
valuation re-rating and compounding of earnings will drive the stock prices higher.
Much of the foreign capital is coming into these stocks and it is important not to miss this opportunity that could turn
out to be similar, in some respects, to the 2004-2007 cycle.
Our well-diversified financial sector portfolio, depicted above, attempts to pick such businesses and we remain convinced
that “while a rising sea will lift all boats, some boats will lift higher.”

Risk to the Market Outlook
The main risk to the market outlook is a sustained increase in inflationary pressures due to the pick-up in growth and
the resultant withdrawal of policy support by global central banks including RBI. We see the possibility of this not being
high in the context of the recent monetary policy commentaries where the central banks have indicated their willingness
to tolerate overshooting of inflation beyond their indicated range of comfort.
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